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Abstract

In the summer of 1995 the University of Twente, commissioned by the Province of

Friesland, carried out research into the consequences of alternative locations for ambulances.

The approach to this research was based on a network model, which represents the area to be

covered. With this model the attendance times for the ambulances can be determined based on

a shortest route algorithm. The attendance time is the time between the dispatching of the

ambulance by Central Alarm after an emergency call and its arrival at the patient. The

attendance times are compared with the norm as described by the Dutch Law. The research

concentrated on the Southwest and Northeast of the Province.

In view of the norm of 15 minutes for the attendance time, the proposed alternative in

the Southwest is the closing of one site and the moving of another. This is feasible under the

condition that there will always be well-trained manpower available at the stations, and

especially at the site which is moved. In the Northeast the moving of one post and the closure

of another has no disadvantages with regard to attendance times. These conclusions appear to

give a reliable picture of the real world situation based on a conservative approach with the

network model used, and, that higher travel speeds than those assumed are possible.
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Introduction

The Faculty of Applied Mathematics of the University of Twente was commissioned by

the Province of Friesland to carry out research into the consequences of alternative sites for

ambulances as presented in the 'Spreidingsplan Ambulancevervoer' (Distribution Plan for

Ambulance Transport). The research consists of the determination of attendance times of the

ambulances from several possible ambulance sites and the comparison of different alternatives.

The main issue in this research is the strategic approach to the location of the ambulances, i.e.

we only looked at emergency transport due within 15 minutes after alarm reception, and not at

more operational aspects like dispatching, tight working conditions, special events and tourism.

Most of the emergency calls are about strokes and car incidents: it is considered more

important to bring medical assistance to the patient than bringing the patient to the hospital -

quality above speed. One of the consequences is that there must be a sufficient ‘workload’ for

such qualified personnel at a site.

The research was concentrated on the Southwest of Friesland with possible sites

Lemmer, Balk (move location ambulance from Lemmer to Balk?), Koudum (close site?) and

Sneek, taking into account the influences of the sites of Heerenveen and Wolvega. Also the

Northeast of the Province is looked after with the sites Kollum, Buitenpost (move location

ambulance from Kollum to Buitenpost?), Surhuisterveen (close site?) and Drachten. The

research is based on the approach as used for "Consequences of the location of an ambulance

at Borculo" [DoS88] and many investigations for the Fire Brigade in The Netherlands [Sch88,

91]. For the calculations we used the present road system in Friesland and the data known at

the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) represented in a network model as described later in

this article.

Starting point for the evaluation of the different alternatives is the norm for the

attendance time of 15 minutes, described in the Dutch Law for Ambulance Transport as

follows.

"In the new directions to 'gedeputeerde staten' based on article 4, sixth part, of the Law

Ambulance Transport is stated that the locations of the ambulance-cars which are used by

emergency transport should be distributed such that each address in the Province can be

reached in at most fifteen minutes by an for emergency ambulance-transport qualified car".

These directions are based upon trying to prevent irreversible damage to the patient, e.g., for a

stroke first assistance preferable within 4 minutes. The damage curve is non-linear, see Figure

1. Note that in the Dutch law a 100% score is demanded of attendance within 15 minutes while
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in the UK the demand comes down to that, given a certain distribution of calls, 95% of the

attendance should be within 15 minutes.

Fig. 1.  Damage curve

The mutual differences in attendance times will be compared with and expressed in a

valuation as described in the section ‘Evaluation of different locations’. With this investigation

the differences between day-night-weekend, the total working conditions and the functioning

of the Ambulance Service are not taken into account. In order to get an impression of realistic

attendance times, experiments with travel-times were carried out on the 22nd of August during

daytime, see Appendix. Despite this being the tourist season it turned out that there was no

significant difference between the measured and the model times.

Another assumption is that there is always an ambulance car available with qualified

manpower when an emergency call comes in. This assumption is justified on data collected by

the Ambulance Service of Friesland, which showed that the number of calls attended too late

was well within bounds. Still it is important too to worry about where ambulance links end and

hence become available for a new patient. The assumption can also be tested with the Erlang

Loss Formula, which are based on homogeneous uniform distances, i.e., 22 yxdij += .

In the remaining part of this article first possible models for approaching such problems

are discussed followed by a discussion of the network model used to cover the area and finally

by an evaluation of the different alternatives considered.
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Possible models

The basic problem here is how to represent the area to be covered, especially the most

difficult/distant points, in order to compare the different locations of the ambulance vehicles.

There is a substantial literature about ambulances and the location of emergency vehicles

[Fri73, DoS88, ChR77, CaB90].

A first approach to represent the area which one ambulance can cover consists of a

circle, see Figure 1, and was used at first with the Fire Brigade in Holland [Sch88]. The travel

distance of a car is equal to the radius of the circle when an ambulance is located at the centre.

Different locations can be evaluated through covering the total area by such circles. Apart from

the fact that there is quite a lot of ‘unnecessary’ double covering, one major issue comes

forward: how to determine and use real distances. The most common approach is to represent

distances by mathematical functions dependent on co-ordinates. The distance dij, e.g. called

Manhattan for n=2 and Euclidean for n=1, can be calculated with

n
jir

n
jiij byaxqpd ))( ( −−= + where (xi,yj) are the co-ordinates of the location of the

ambulances and (ai,bj) are the co-ordinates of the points to cover with p, q, r, n parameters

dependent on the local situation. More bounds can be found in [All95] with special attention

for a publication of E. Weiszfield, see [Wei37].

As mentioned in earlier research [Sch81], this kind of representation cannot be used in the

Netherlands because the parameters of the necessary distance functions could be different in

different places. A more accurate approach is given by the use of a road network and shortest

route algorithms [Dij59, Bov86, SHK88] as described in the next section. Because the used

algorithms are polynomial (O(n2)), calculation times are not substantially higher than those

with distance functions. The determination of the travel distances with a network model is than

a true representation of the real situation without causing too much extra work. Nowadays in

Holland the use of this kind of representation is quite common for rail and road traffic.
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Fig 2. Examples models approaches

Another approach is to work with Thiessen Polygons [StT91], see Figure 1, which are

defined by the perpendicular bisection of the links joining points of ‘interest’, i.e., in our case

the locations of the ambulance stations. These polygons give the areas containing points, which

are closest to the central point, i.e., the ambulance station. These are the nearest in the ‘crow-

flight’ (i.e., straight line not the road) distance. It should be interesting to study which

discrepancies exist between the Most Difficult Points defined this way and those defined in the

network model as described in the next section.

A third possibility is to use Dijkstra Shortest Route Algorithm to establish the

isochrone contour lines about each proposed station site. It would be straightforward to

evaluate travel distances: travel time on points on a suitable rectangle grid and hence to create

the derived contours. These would offer a different measure of the “goodness” of a solution by

showing what proportion of the area covered by a given set of stations was beyond 14 minutes,

13 minutes etc.

A mathematical model to determine the number of ambulances needed is the following.

Let (ai, bi), i=1,...,n, be the co-ordinates of the n demand points in the area to cover. For m

ambulances located at the co-ordinates (xj, yj), j=1,2,...,m, where dij is the minimal distance in

time from (ai, bi) to (xj, yj), the objective function f(x,y), the number of ambulances, is defined

as follows.

f(x,y) = maxi [minj dij {( ai - xj), (bi -  yj )}]

Hereby represents maxi the area to cover, which may be not optimal from an operational point

of view like workload, and minj the ambulance with the shortest distance to district j. The aim

is to maximise the number of demand points which can be covered by a minimal number of

ambulances which means that f(x,y) should be minimised.

•
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The following Integer Linear Programming models are the most common used, see

References.
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where cij=1 if demandpoint i is reachable from location j within 15 min.

Also, (2) is known as a Set-Covering problem which received quite some attention in

literature, see [BFL95].
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Network model area to cover

The first thing in establishing which model to use is to research the possible

aggregation options. For instance, is there always a car available if called? It is quite important

to have data available about the whole route an ambulance has taken and time spent on the

different parts. Available data of the Central Post Ambulances (CPA) suggests the number of

calls answered too late is minimal and well within bounds, but there was no specific data

available within the time limit for this research in order to investigate this in a more proper

way.

Fig. 3  Example network
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In order to apply the criteria mentioned in the Introduction, a networkmodel of the area

to cover was built based on experience gained in earlier research. A networkmodel consists of

a number of nodes N and edges E, called G{N,E} of which the nodes represent roadcrossings

and the edges the roads used by the ambulances. The network G{N,E} will be used to

determine the travel time from the location of the station to the calling address.

 The area for an ambulance to cover, see Figure 2, is divided into a number of districts.

The Most Difficult Addresses (MDA ) in each district are established. Each district is

represented by a ‘central’ located node (roadcrossing) called DistrictsCenter (DC). From such

a DC is known the name (3 characters short and full name), the correction factor (see next

sentence), and the distance to the MBA, the travel speed within the district and the

neighbouring nodes. The correction factor gives a compensation for the difference in number

of emergency calls / the magnitude of the population / the surface of the district / the possible

travel speeds etc. The best approach is to choose the districts such that the value of these

correction factors is as close to one as possible. Multi Criteria Analysis is a useful method to

apply here [CMS90].

Attendance time - time in minutes after passing the emergency call of the CPA to the

ambulance station until arrival of the fully equipped and manned ambulance at the calling

address - equals turn-out time + travel time. Turnout time in the Netherlands is agreed upon

an average of two minutes - one minute for standby professionals to three minutes for staff on

duty call -. The travel time is determined by using the network roads based upon Dijkstra’s

Shortest Route Algorithm, but adapted to more recent developments [Bov86, STH88]. The

(possible) locations of the ambulances and the MDA of the networks established are given in

Figure 4.
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Fig. 4  Representation network DC/MDA and ambulance sites for Southwest and

Northeast Friesland
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Evaluation of alternative locations

In this research a number of criteria were determined in order to compare alternative

sites for the ambulances in Southwest and Northeast Friesland. For this purpose networks were

built. The ambulances use only paved roads. The turnout time is two minutes. In order to get a

clear insight into the routes of an ambulance, in most of the districts the districtcenter DC and

the MDA’s are chosen at the same location.

The following alternative locations were investigated.

1. Southwest present situation;

    sites Heerenveen, Wolvega, Lemmer, Koudum en Sneek;

2. 1. + move Lemmer → Balk;

3. 2. + close Koudum;

4. Northeast present situation;

    sites Drachten, Dokkum, Kollum en Surhuisterveen;

5. 4. + move Kollum → Buitenpost;

6. 5. + close Surhuisterveen.

As an example of the travel times, a number of districts from the Southwest region are

selected from Alternative 3, see Table 3.1.

Table 3.1  Traveltimes districts

DC/MDA norm turnout travel-
time

to late, min to late, % mark

Oosterzee 15 2 11.4 0 0 6.4
Lemmer 15 2 9.4 0 0 7.0
Echterbrug 15 2 13.1 0.1 1 6.0
Mirns 15 2 9.7 0 0 6.9
Stavoren 15 2 14.6 1.6 11 5.6
Hindelopen 15 2 13.5 0.5 3 5.9

The average mark is taken as criteria for evaluation together with, for all districts,

failures to meet attendance times, the number of districts with such failures and the percentage

of districts “covered” within a given number of minutes (see Table 3.2). The mark for each

district is determined like a report-mark at schools in Holland. The number 10 is given if the

ambulance is attending upon the call any without time delay. The number 6 is given if the

attendance time is exactly 15 minutes. The other numbers for marking are a derivative of these

two. So a failure mark (below 6) means that the norm for attendance is violated for such a

district.
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Table 3.2  Criteria sites

Alternative percentage districts covered within .. minutes

site AM O% ND 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 > 15

1. ZW now 7,8 0 0 27 36 64 73 82 91 100 100 100 100
2. ZW 7,2 1 1 9 27 45 45 55 64 82 91 91 100
3. ZW 6,7 5 3 9 18 18 18 18 36 55 73 73 100
4. NO now 7,1 0 0 10 20 20 40 50 70 90 100 100 100
5. NO 7,5 0 0 20 20 40 70 80 90 90 100 100 100
6. NO 7,4 0 0 20 20 40 60 70 80 80 90 100 100

AM  average mark over all districts
O%  average exceeding attendance time  percentage
ND  number of districts with exceeding

The by the Province suggested possible alternatives (3 & 6) seem to be insufficient

based on the norm for the attendance time because in a quarter of the districts the ambulance is

too late. This failure however is marginal (see also Table 3.1) and the percentage (5%) is

certainly not larger than to be expected in view of the present circumstances. An advantage of

two minutes can be realised with staff stand-by such that the ambulance can attend all the

districts within the prescribed norm. The disadvantage of the use of an Average Mark (AM )

over all districts for an alternative situation is that a failure for one of the districts can be

compensated with an attendance within the norm for another district. Hence, the use of such a

criteria can only be in mutual comparison. Important is to look at the distribution of the

attendance for the different districts.

In view of the assumed 2 minutes turn-out time and the figures for Hindelopen and

Stavoren based on the calculations with Alternative 3, it will be necessary in the future to keep

tight control of the turn-out readiness of the ambulances. Another outcome of the research was

that the exact location of the ambulances could be more important than their number (see

Northeast in Table 3.2).
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Conclusion

The network model was used for the ambulance location in Friesland because it seemed

the right one to use in view of time and money available. In order to have a strategic

conservative view on the attendance time of all the addresses, the use of models proved to be

valuable. One of the outcomes was that less ambulances better located improves the coverage

of the area. This does not mean that the approach used here cannot be improved. As described

in the section Possible Models, there are certainly alternative approaches worthwhile and also

more tests about the correctness of assumptions used should be carried out. An overview of

the present state and a view on future trends can be found in [ABC98].

At this point in time (March 1998) the outcome of the politically based discussions in

Friesland is still not final, but hopefully the report described in this paper will contribute to

more objective and overall advantage based decisions for the location of the ambulances.
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